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Coin sorter/counter
A fast, compact coin sorter/counter suitable for tabletop or stand alone applications
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The MACH 5 is a fast, compact coin
sorter/counter suitable for tabletop or
stand-alone applications.

Fast, efficient throughput
The MACH 5 is a tabletop coin sorter/counter
that can increase productivity by accurately
sorting and counting up to 3000 coins per
minute. Offering quiet, high speed operation,
this cost efficient unit increases accountability
while maintaining the highest degree of
accuracy.

Compact size

The MACH 5 features a lockout security
function to protect vital operating information.
With few moving parts and simplified
electronics, the MACH 5 is easy to use and
maintain.
Compact size
The MACH 5 easily fits virtually any work
environment by utilising minimal counter or
floor space. Its superior design offers
functionality, efficiency and visual appeal.
Multiple functionality

3000 coins per
minute

Several operator choices make the MACH 5
easily adaptable for any application. Coin
drawers or bagging attachments can be
selected for up to eight denominations and a
choice of control panels maximises
accountability. The MACH 5 is also available
with Management Information Control System
(MICS).

Quiet
operation
Tabletop or
Stand-alone

Ease of use
Selectable bag stops and batch and grand
totals are easily accessed via a direct keypad.
A two-line alpha-numeric display conveys
operational messages at a glance.

Other options include four RS232 serial ports
which can interface to cash settlement
systems/workstations, PC computers,
currency counters, remote display and printer,
machine stand, security stand and inspection
pan magnet.

De La Rue Cash Systems' sorters/counters are the direct result of over
100 years' experience in designing, manufacturing and distributing
world class coin processing machines. World-wide factory-trained
service and support specialists are provided through De La Rue Cash
Systems' network of branch offices and authorised distributors.
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Technical Specification
Dimensions
Height: 290mm Width 350mm Depth 520mm
Net weight
22kg
Coin size range
Diameter:
15.0mm to 32.5mm
Thickness: 1.0mm to 3.0mm
Inspection pan capacity
Up to 4500 x 18mm coin
Drawer capacity
Up to 1000 x 18mm coin
Processing speed
Up to 3000 coins per minute
Sorting capability
Up to 8 different denominations
Bag stops
Three selectable bag stops per denomination
Security features
Lockout security to protect operating information
Battery back up in the event of power failure
Power supply
Convertible for most world-wide voltages
and frequencies: 100-240AC, 50/60 Hz
Options
Coin drawers
Bagging attachments (requires stand)
Machine stand
Security stand
Inspection pan magnet
Four RS232 serial interface ports
Printer
Remote batch total display
MICS Control - including three levels of
memory - batch, sub and grand total all with
programmable ID numbers, currency registers
by denomination, user programmable bag
stops, real time clock and up to 99 separate
identifiers for teller/product totals

This leaflet is for general guidance only.
De La Rue International Limited is pleased
to give detailed specifications of its
products in this leaflet. As the Company’s
products and services are continually
being developed it is important for
customers to check that the information
contained herein includes the latest
particulars. This document is not part of a
contract or licence save insofar as may be
expressly agreed.
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